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KEY=LIFE - FRANKLIN KOCH
THE PATIENT WILL SEE YOU NOW
THE FUTURE OF MEDICINE IS IN YOUR HANDS
Basic Books The essential guide by one of America's leading doctors to how digital technology enables all of us to take charge of our health A trip to the doctor is almost a guarantee
of misery. You'll make an appointment months in advance. You'll probably wait for several hours until you hear "the doctor will see you now"-but only for ﬁfteen minutes! Then you'll
wait even longer for lab tests, the results of which you'll likely never see, unless they indicate further (and more invasive) tests, most of which will probably prove unnecessary
(much like physicals themselves). And your bill will be astronomical. In The Patient Will See You Now, Eric Topol, one of the nation's top physicians, shows why medicine does not
have to be that way. Instead, you could use your smartphone to get rapid test results from one drop of blood, monitor your vital signs both day and night, and use an artiﬁcially
intelligent algorithm to receive a diagnosis without having to see a doctor, all at a small fraction of the cost imposed by our modern healthcare system. The change is powered by
what Topol calls medicine's "Gutenberg moment." Much as the printing press took learning out of the hands of a priestly class, the mobile internet is doing the same for medicine,
giving us unprecedented control over our healthcare. With smartphones in hand, we are no longer beholden to an impersonal and paternalistic system in which "doctor knows best."
Medicine has been digitized, Topol argues; now it will be democratized. Computers will replace physicians for many diagnostic tasks, citizen science will give rise to citizen medicine,
and enormous data sets will give us new means to attack conditions that have long been incurable. Massive, open, online medicine, where diagnostics are done by Facebook-like
comparisons of medical proﬁles, will enable real-time, real-world research on massive populations. There's no doubt the path forward will be complicated: the medical establishment
will resist these changes, and digitized medicine inevitably raises serious issues surrounding privacy. Nevertheless, the result-better, cheaper, and more human health care-will be
worth it. Provocative and engrossing, The Patient Will See You Now is essential reading for anyone who thinks they deserve better health care. That is, for all of us.

DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES, SOUTH-SOUTH SOLUTIONS: MARCH 2014 ISSUE
E-NEWSLETTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE FOR SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION IN UNDP
DSConsulting Development Challenges, South-South Solutions is the monthly e-newsletter of the United Nations Oﬃce for South-South Cooperation in UNDP
(www.southerninnovator.org). It has been published every month since 2006. Its sister publication, Southern Innovator magazine, has been published since 2011.

A CENTURY OF PARASITOLOGY
DISCOVERIES, IDEAS AND LESSONS LEARNED BY SCIENTISTS WHO PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF PARASITOLOGY, 1914-2014
John Wiley & Sons Reviews key areas in ecological, medical and molecular parasitology Features essays from some of the world's leading parasitologists Each topic is set in context by
featuring a key paper from the Journal of Paraistology over the past 100 years

THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF COLORBLIND TV CASTING
Routledge This book ﬁlls a signiﬁcant gap in the critical conversation on race in media by extending interrogations of racial colorblindness in American television to the industrial
practices that shape what we see on screen. Speciﬁcally, it frames the practice of colorblind casting as a potent lens for examining the interdependence of 21st century post-racial
politics and popular culture. Applying a ‘production as culture’ approach to a series of casting case studies from American primetime dramatic television, including ABC’s Grey’s
Anatomy and The CW’s The Vampire Diaries, Kristen Warner complicates our understanding of the cultural processes that inform casting and expounds the aesthetic and pragmatic
industrial viewpoints that perpetuate limiting or downright exclusionary hiring norms. She also examines the material eﬀects of actors of color who knowingly participate in this
system and justify their limited roles as a consequence of employment, and ﬁnally speculates on what alternatives, if any, are available to correct these practices. Warner’s insights
are a valuable addition to scholarship in media industry studies, critical race theory, ethnic studies, and audience reception, and will also appeal to those with a general interest in
race in popular culture.

GUIDE TO PROGRAMMING FOR THE DIGITAL HUMANITIES
LESSONS FOR INTRODUCTORY PYTHON
Springer As an introduction to programming for the Digital Humanities (DH), this book presents six key assignments oriented on DH topics. The topics include Computing Change
Over Time (calculating burials at a historic cemetery), Visualizing Change Over Time (visualizing the burials at the historic cemetery), Textual Analysis (ﬁnding word frequencies and
“stop words” in public domain texts), XML Transformation (transforming a simpliﬁed version of XML into HTML styled with CSS), Stylometry (comparing the measured features of
graphic images), and Social Network Analysis (analyzing extended relationships in historic circles). The book focuses on the practical application of these assignments in the
classroom, providing a range of variations for each assignment, which can be selected on the basis of students’ speciﬁc programming background and skills; “atomic” assignments,
which can be used to give students the experience they need to successfully complete the main assignments; and some common pitfalls and gotchas to manage in the classroom.
The book’s chief goals are to introduce novice computer science (CS) students to programming for DH, and to oﬀer them valuable hands-on experience with core programming
concepts.

DUAL-USE LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH AND BIOSECURITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY: SOCIAL, TECHNICAL, POLICY, AND ETHICAL CHALLENGES
Frontiers Media SA In September 2011, scientists announced new experimental ﬁndings that would not only threaten the conduct and publication of inﬂuenza research, but would have
signiﬁcant policy and intelligence implications. The ﬁndings presented a modiﬁed variant of the H5N1 avian inﬂuenza virus (hereafter referred to as the H5N1 virus) that was
transmissible via aerosol between ferrets. These results suggested a worrisome possibility: the existence of a new airborne and highly lethal H5N1 virus that could cause a deadly
global pandemic. In response, a series of international discussions on the nature of dual-use life science arose. These discussions addressed the complex social, technical, political,
security, and ethical issues related to dual-use research. This Research Topic will be devoted to contributions that explore this matrix of issues from a variety of case study and
international perspectives.

ETHICS IN PRACTICE
AN ANTHOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons The bestselling and ﬁeld-deﬁning textbook which has introduced generations of students to the ﬁeld of practical ethics, now in a new fully-revised ﬁfth edition For
more than twenty years, Ethics in Practice has paved the way for students to confront the diﬃcult ethical questions they will, must, or do already face. Accessible to introductory
students yet suﬃciently rigorous for those pursuing advanced study, this celebrated collection encourages and guides readers to explore ethical dimensions of important,
controversial topics such as euthanasia, environmental action, economic injustice, discrimination, incarceration, abortion, and torture. In combining new and revised modern texts
with works of classic scholarship, Ethics in Practice equips readers to consider wide-ranging ideas in practical ethics and to understand the historical basis for contemporary
developments in ethical theory. Revisions and updates to the new edition of Ethics in Practice focus on covering pressing global issues and adding depth to key sections. Many
sections have been expanded to oﬀer more thorough coverage of topics in ethical theory. Edited by Hugh LaFollette, highly regarded for his contributions in the ﬁeld of practical
ethics, this important volume: Explores the connections between ethical theory and divisive contemporary debates Includes general and section introductions which map the
conceptual terrain, making it easy for students to understand and discuss the theoretical and practical dimensions of the issues Oﬀers up-to-date incisive discussion global, local,
and personal ethical issues Provides original essays, new perspectives, and revisions of key critical texts Enables instructors to discuss speciﬁc practical issues, broader groupings
of topics, and common themes that connect major areas in ethics Already a market-leading text for introductory and applied ethics courses, the latest edition of Ethics in Practice:
An Anthology continues to bean essential resource for instructors and students in philosophy departments around the world.

JOURNAL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE TOPICS, VOLUME 3
Lulu.com The Journal of Interdisciplinary Science Topics (JIST) forms part of the 'Science in Content' module in the third year of both the BSc and MSci Interdisciplinary Science
degrees. It is intended to provide students with hands-on experience of, and insight into, the academic publishing process. The activity models the entire process from paper writing
and submission, refereeing other students' papers, sitting on the editorial board that makes ﬁnal decisions on the papers, to ﬁnally publishing in an online journal. This book is a
compilation of the papers written by undergraduate students that were published during the 2013/2014 academic year.
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WHY PEOPLE (DON’T) BUY
THE GO AND STOP SIGNALS
Springer Full of practical diagrams and maps, as well as international case studies, this book oﬀers a unique and extensively-tested 'GO-STOP Signal Framework', which allows
managers to better understand why consumers are not buying their products and what can be done to put this right.

THE WILEY HANDBOOK OF LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology is an authoritative and up-to-date survey of the fast-growing ﬁeld of learning technology, from its foundational theories
and practices to its challenges, trends, and future developments. Oﬀers an examination of learning technology that is equal parts theoretical and practical, covering both the
technology of learning and the use of technology in learning Individual chapters tackle timely and controversial subjects, such as gaming and simulation, security, lifelong learning,
distance education, learning across educational settings, and the research agenda Designed to serve as a point of entry for learning technology novices, a comprehensive reference
for scholars and researchers, and a practical guide for education and training practitioners Includes 29 original and comprehensively referenced essays written by leading experts in
instructional and educational technology from around the world

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR JOB INTERVIEW OFFSHORE OIL & GAS PLATFORMS
Petrogav International The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
eﬀectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry.
Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 291 questions and answers
for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 288 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR JOB INTERVIEW OFFSHORE OIL & GAS PLATFORMS
Petrogav International The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
eﬀectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry.
Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 273 questions and answers
for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 100 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.

METABOLIC SYNDROME AND COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
THE POTENTIAL PREVENTIVE ROLE OF NUTRITION
Springer This book explores the nature of pregnancy and metabolic syndrome as proinﬂammatory conditions and explains how pregnancy provides a window of opportunity for
preventing the lifelong complications of metabolic syndrome, during which key risk factors can be identiﬁed and beneﬁcial dietary changes can be implemented. The book’s opening
sections discuss inﬂammation in the context of pregnancy, including the nature of the placenta as a proinﬂammatory tissue. In the main body, it points to new possible connections
to truncal obesity, inﬂammation, metabolic syndrome, and major obstetrical syndromes, including preeclampsia, gestational diabetes and pre-term delivery. Based on the insights
oﬀered by this analysis, the remainder of the book focuses on a variety of nutritional measures and diets that can be of beneﬁt during and beyond pregnancy. Readers will learn
how the higher level of compliance with medical instructions during pregnancy can be capitalized on to ensure enduring health beneﬁts for mother and child alike.

THE IMPORTANCE OF IRON IN PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC CONDITIONS
Frontiers Media SA The iron element (Fe) is strictly required for the survival of most forms of life, including bacteria, plants and humans. Fine-tuned regulatory mechanisms for Fe
absorption, mobilization and recycling operate to maintain Fe homeostasis, the disruption of which leads to Fe overload or Fe depletion. Whereas the deleterious eﬀect of Fe
deﬁciency relies on reduced oxygen transport and diminished activity of Fe-dependent enzymes, the cytotoxicity induced by Fe overload is due to the ability of this metal to act as a
pro-oxidant and catalyze the formation of highly reactive hydroxyl radicals via the Fenton chemistry. This results in unfettered oxidative stress generation that, by inducing protein,
lipid and DNA oxidation, leads to Fe-mediated programmed cell death and organ dysfunction. Major and systemic Fe overloads occurring in hemochromatosis and Fe-loading
anemias have been extensively studied. However, localized tissue Fe overload was recently associated to a variety of pathologies, such as infection, inﬂammation, cancer,
cardiovascular and neurodegenerative disorders. In keeping with the existence of cross-regulatory interactions between Fe homeostasis and the pathophysiology of these diseases,
further investigations on the mechanisms that provide cellular and systemic adaptation to tissue Fe overload are instrumental for future therapeutic approaches. Thus, we
encourage our colleagues to submit original research papers, reviews, perspectives, methods and technology reports to contribute their ﬁndings to a current state of the art on a
comprehensive overview of the importance of iron metabolism in pathophysiologic conditions.

NATURE AND ETHICS ACROSS GEOGRAPHICAL, RHETORICAL AND HUMAN BORDERS
Routledge How we dispose of our rubbish, choose the foods we buy, enjoy art, relate to our families, and think about ourselves are just a few of the ways that ideas about nature
shape our everyday ethical decisions. Nature and ‘natural facts’ have long been used to make sense of why we act a certain way. Nature is a concept with great power: when we
describe something as ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’, it has a moral force and political consequences. We see this in moral panics about genetically modiﬁed foods, the spread of
government-enforced waste recycling schemes, concerns about assisted reproductive technologies. Our ideas about what is natural shape our ethical thinking, in terms of how
people live (or want to live) their lives, but also in guiding our sense of morality, justice and truth. The idea of naturalness is essential to grasping Anglo-American cultures.
Throughout history and in diﬀerent places, nature has had diﬀerent forms, meanings, and moral valences. It is a knowable fact, but at the same time almost a divine principle that is
ultimately unfathomable. Yet with the rise of new technologies, there is increasing uncertainty about what we claim to be natural, who we are, how we are related to each other,
and how we should live. This book examines the how ideas about nature and ethics overlap and separate across cultural, species, geographic, and moral boundaries. It compares the
varied ways in which nature and ideas of naturalness pervade all aspects of people’s lives, from family relationships, to the production and consumption of food, to ideas about
scientiﬁc truth. In a world of increasing uncertainty, nature remains a powerful concept: the ultimate reference point, invested with profound moral authority to guide our ethical
behaviour. This book was originally published as a special issue of Ethnos.

TOWARDS AN EMBODIED SCIENCE OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY: WIDENING THE SCOPE OF SOCIAL UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH
Frontiers Media SA An important amount of research eﬀort in psychology and neuroscience over the past decades has focused on the problem of social cognition. This problem is
understood as how we ﬁgure out other minds, relying only on indirect manifestations of other people's intentional states, which are assumed to be hidden, private and internal.
Research on this question has mostly investigated how individual cognitive mechanisms achieve this task. A shift in the internalist assumptions regarding intentional states has
expanded the research focus with hypotheses that explore the role of interactive phenomena and interpersonal histories and their implications for understanding individual
cognitive processes. This interactive expansion of the conceptual and methodological toolkit for investigating social cognition, we now propose, can be followed by an expansion
into wider and deeply-related research questions, beyond (but including) that of social cognition narrowly construed. Our social lives are populated by diﬀerent kinds of cognitive
and aﬀective phenomena that are related to but not exhausted by the question of how we ﬁgure out other minds. These phenomena include acting and perceiving together, verbal
and non-verbal engagement, experiences of (dis-)connection, management of relations in a group, joint meaning-making, intimacy, trust, conﬂict, negotiation, asymmetric relations,
material mediation of social interaction, collective action, contextual engagement with socio-cultural norms, structures and roles, etc. These phenomena are often characterized by
a strong participation by the cognitive agent in contrast with the spectatorial stance typical of social cognition research. We use the broader notion of embodied intersubjectivity to
refer to this wider set of phenomena. This Research Topic aims to investigate relations between these diﬀerent issues, to help lay strong foundations for a science of
intersubjectivity – the social mind writ large. To contribute to this goal, we encouraged contributions in psychology, neuroscience, psychopathology, philosophy, and cognitive
science that address this wider scope of intersubjectivity by extending the range of explanatory factors from purely individual to interactive, from observational to participatory.

THE ROUTLEDGE RESEARCH COMPANION TO NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE AND SCIENCE
Taylor & Francis Tracing the continuities and trends in the complex relationship between literature and science in the long nineteenth century, this companion provides scholars with
a comprehensive, authoritative and up-to-date foundation for research in this ﬁeld. In intellectual, material and social terms, the transformation undergone by Western culture over
the period was unprecedented. Many of these changes were grounded in the growth of science. Yet science was not a cultural monolith then any more than it is now, and its
development was shaped by competing world views. To cover the full range of literary engagements with science in the nineteenth century, this companion consists of twenty-seven
chapters by experts in the ﬁeld, which explore crucial social and intellectual contexts for the interactions between literature and science, how science aﬀected diﬀerent genres of
writing, and the importance of individual scientiﬁc disciplines and concepts within literary culture. Each chapter has its own extensive bibliography. The volume as a whole is
rounded out with a synoptic introduction by the editors and an afterword by the eminent historian of nineteenth-century science Bernard Lightman.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, CUSTOMARY LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS – WHY LIVING LAW MATTERS
Routledge This highly original work demonstrates the fundamental role of customary law for the realization of Indigenous peoples’ human rights and for sound national and
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international legal governance. The book reviews the legal status of customary law and its relationship with positive and natural law from the time of Plato up to the present. It
examines its growing recognition in constitutional and international law and its dependence on and at times strained relationship with human rights law. The author analyzes the
role of customary law in tribal, national and international governance of Indigenous peoples’ lands, resources and cultural heritage. He explores the challenges and opportunities for
its recognition by courts and alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, including issues of proof of law and conﬂicts between customary practices and human rights. He throws
light on the richness inherent in legal diversity and key principles of customary law and their inﬂuence in legal practice and on emerging notions of intercultural equity and justice.
He concludes that Indigenous peoples’ rights to their customary legal regimes and states’ obligations to respect and recognize customary law, in order to secure their human rights,
are principles of international customary law, and as such binding on all states. At a time when the self-determination, land, resources and cultural heritage of Indigenous peoples
are increasingly under threat, this accessible book presents the key issues for both legal and non-legal scholars, practitioners, students of human rights and environmental justice,
and Indigenous peoples themselves.

VETERANS NORTH AND SOUTH: THE TRANSITION FROM SOLDIER TO CIVILIAN AFTER THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
THE TRANSITION FROM SOLDIER TO CIVILIAN AFTER THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
ABC-CLIO Based largely on Civil War veterans' own words, this book documents how many of these men survived the extraordinary horrors and hardships of war with surprising
resilience and went on to become productive members of their communities in their post-war lives. • Documents how Civil War veterans' combat experience changed them in ways
that allowed them to become productive members of their communities and leaders in their sections—a largely overlooked "beneﬁt" to the war • Identiﬁes overarching trends
among veterans' experiences while also underscoring how varied Civil War soldiers' experiences were, depending on which side they fought for, where they fought, and their
socioeconomic status

HOPE IN HEALTH
THE SOCIO-POLITICS OF OPTIMISM
Springer Health professionals have shown a growing interest in the therapeutic value of 'hope' in recent years. However, hope has been examined mainly from psychological and
biomedical perspectives. Importantly, Hope in Health explores how hope manifests and is sustained in various arenas of health, medicine and healthcare.

FROM DELEUZE AND GUATTARI TO POSTHUMANISM
PHILOSOPHIES OF IMMANENCE
Bloomsbury Publishing Uncovering the theoretical and creative interconnections between posthumanism and philosophies of immanence, this volume explores the inﬂuence of the
philosophy of immanence on posthuman theory; the varied reworkings of immanence for the nonhuman turn; and the new pathways for critical thinking created by the combination
of these monumental discourses. With the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari serving as a vibrant node of immanence, this volume maps a multiplicity of pathways from
Deleuze, Guattari and their theoretical allies – including Spinoza and Nietzsche – to posthuman thought. As positions that insist, respectively, on the equal yet distinct powers of
mind and body (immanence) and the urgent need to dismantle human privilege and exceptionality (posthumanism), each chapter reveals concepts for rethinking established notions
of being, thought, experience, and life. The authors here take examples from a range of diﬀerent media, including literature and contemporary cinema, featuring ﬁlms such as
Enthiran/The Robot (India, 2010) and CHAPPiE (USA/Mexico, 2015), and new developments in technology and theory. In doing so, they investigate Deleuzian and Guattarian
posthumanism from a variety of political and ethical frameworks and perspectives, from afro-pessimism to feminist thought, disability studies, biopolitics, and social justice.
Countering the dualisms of Cartesian philosophy and ﬂattening the hierarchies imposed by Humanism, From Deleuze and Guattari to Posthumanism launches vital interrogations of
established knowledge and sparks the critical reﬂection necessary for life in the posthuman era.

RADICALS CHASING UTOPIA
INSIDE THE ROGUE MOVEMENTS TRYING TO CHANGE THE WORLD
Bold Type Books "It's the hubris of every generation to think that they have arrived at the best way of living. But all the things we now take for granted, all the modern wisdoms we
hold to be self-evident, were once derided as dangerous or foolish radical thinking." -- From the Prologue In Radicals Chasing Utopia, Jamie Bartlett, one of the world's leading
thinkers on radical politics and technology, takes readers inside the strange and exciting worlds of the innovators, disrupters, idealists, and extremists who think we can do betterand believe they know how. Bartlett introduces us to some of the most inﬂuential movements today: techno-futurists questing for immortality, far-right groups seeking to close
borders, militant environmentalists striving to save the planet by any means necessary, and psychedelic pioneers attempting to heal society with the help of powerful hallucinogens.
The success of democratic societies hinges on our ability to listen to-and in some cases learn from-the radical movements in our midst. Their methods may be extreme, but in
chasing utopia, these groups are challenging what is possible and previewing the world to come.

HOW TO HAVE A GOOD DAY
HARNESS THE POWER OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE TO TRANSFORM YOUR WORKING LIFE
Currency Organized around seven factors that determine whether we have a good day at work, Webb oﬀers speciﬁc tools to use based on how our brains work, and she shows how to
incorporate them into conversations, meetings, and projects in a way that will increase productivity, conﬁdence, and enjoyment.

MULTIPLE AFFORDANCES OF LANGUAGE CORPORA FOR DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING
John Benjamins Publishing Company In recent years, corpora have found their way into language instruction, albeit often indirectly, through their role in syllabus and course design and
in the production of teaching materials and other resources. An alternative and more innovative use is for teachers and students alike to explore corpus data directly as part of the
learning process. This volume addresses this latter application of corpora by providing research insights ﬁrmly based in the classroom context and reporting on several state-of-theart projects around the world where learners have direct access to corpus resources and tools and utilize them to improve their control of the language systems and skills or their
professional expertise as translators. Its aim is to present recent advances in data-driven learning, addressing issues involving diﬀerent types of corpora, for diﬀerent learner
proﬁles, in diﬀerent ways for diﬀerent purposes, and using a variety of diﬀerent research methodologies and perspectives.

A CONCISE GUIDE TO COMMUNICATION IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Oxford University Press Success in scientiﬁc and engineering research depends on eﬀective writing and presentation. The purpose of this guide is to help the reader achieve that goal.
It enables students and researchers to write and present material to a professional modern standard, eﬃciently and painlessly, and with maximum impact. The approach is not
prescriptive. Rather, the emphasis is on a logical approach to communication, informed by what needs to be achieved, what works in practice, and what interferes with success.
Over 400 examples of good and bad writing and graphing are presented. Each is from a published research article and is accompanied by analysis, comment, and correction where
needed. Journal reviewers' critiques of submitted manuscripts are included to illustrate common pitfalls. Above all, this is a "how-to" book, comprehensive but concise, suitable for
continuous study or quick reference. Checklists at the end of each chapter enable the reader to test the readiness of a dissertation, journal submission, or conference presentation
for assessment or review. Although oriented towards engineering and the physical and life sciences, it is also relevant to other areas, including behavioural and clinical sciences and
medicine.

FOREIGN JUDGES IN THE PACIFIC
Bloomsbury Publishing This book explores the use of foreign judges on courts of constitutional jurisdiction in 9 Paciﬁc states: Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon
Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu. We often assume that the judges sitting on domestic courts will be citizens. However across the island states of the Paciﬁc, over three-quarters
of all judges are foreign judges who regularly hear cases of constitutional, legal and social importance. This has implications for constitutional adjudication, judicial independence
and the representative qualities of judges and judiciaries. Drawing together detailed empirical research, legal analysis and constitutional theory, it traces how foreign judges bring
diﬀerent dimensions of knowledge to bear on adjudication, face distinctive burdens on their independence, and hold only an attenuated connection to the state and its people. It
shows how foreign judges have come to be understood as representatives of a transnational profession, with its own transferrable judicial skills and values. Foreign Judges in the
Paciﬁc sheds light on the widespread but often unarticulated assumptions about the signiﬁcance of nationality to the functions and qualities of constitutional judges. It shows how
the nationality of judges matters, not only for the legitimacy and eﬀectiveness of the Paciﬁc courts that use foreign judges, but for legal and theoretical scholarship on courts and
judging.

PREDICTING THE PRESIDENCY
THE POTENTIAL OF PERSUASIVE LEADERSHIP
Princeton University Press Millions of Americans—including many experienced politicians—viewed Barack Obama through a prism of high expectations, based on a belief in the power of
presidential persuasion. Yet many who were inspired by candidate Obama were disappointed in what he was able to accomplish once in the White House. They could not understand
why he often was unable to leverage his position and political skills to move the public and Congress to support his initiatives. Predicting the Presidency explains why Obama had
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such diﬃculty bringing about the change he promised, and challenges the conventional wisdom about presidential leadership. In this incisive book, George Edwards shows how we
can ask a few fundamental questions about the context of a presidency—the president's strategic position or opportunity structure—and use the answers to predict a president's
success in winning support for his initiatives. If presidential success is largely determined by a president's strategic position, what role does persuasion play? Almost every
president ﬁnds that a signiﬁcant segment of the public and his fellow partisans in Congress are predisposed to follow his lead. Others may support the White House out of selfinterest. Edwards explores the possibilities of the president exploiting such support, providing a more realistic view of the potential of presidential persuasion. Written by a leading
presidential scholar, Predicting the Presidency sheds new light on the limitations and opportunities of presidential leadership.

THE CLOSING OF THE LIBERAL MIND
HOW GROUPTHINK AND INTOLERANCE DEFINE THE LEFT
Encounter Books A former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State and currently Acting Senior Vice President for Research at The Heritage Foundation, Kim R. Holmes surveys the state of
liberalism in America today and ﬁnds that it is becoming its opposite—illiberalism—abandoning the precepts of open-mindedness and respect for individual rights, liberties, and the
rule of law upon which the country was founded, and becoming instead an intolerant, rigidly dogmatic ideology that abhors dissent and stiﬂes free speech. Tracing the new
illiberalism historically to the radical Enlightenment, a movement that rejected the classic liberal ideas of the moderate Enlightenment that were prominent in the American
Founding, Holmes argues that today’s liberalism has forsaken its American roots, incorporating instead the authoritarian, anti-clerical, and anti-capitalist prejudices of the radical
and largely European Left. The result is a closing of the American liberal mind. Where once freedom of speech and expression were sacrosanct, today liberalism employs speech
codes, trigger warnings, boycotts, and shaming rituals to stiﬂe freedom of thought, expression, and action. It is no longer appropriate to call it liberalism at all, but illiberalism—a
set of ideas in politics, government, and popular culture that increasingly reﬂects authoritarian and even anti-democratic values, and which is devising new strategies of
exclusiveness to eliminate certain ideas and people from the political process. Although illiberalism has always been a temptation for American liberals, lurking in the radical fringes
of the Left, it is today the dominant ideology of progressive liberal circles. This makes it a new danger not only to the once venerable tradition of liberalism, but to the American
nation itself, which needs a viable liberal tradition that pursues social and economic equality while respecting individual liberties.

THE EUROPEAN EXTERNAL ACTION SERVICE
EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY POST-WESTPHALIA
Springer This book questions whether the institutions and practices of the emerging EU diplomatic system conform to established standards of the state-centric diplomatic order; or
whether practice is paving the way for innovative, even revolutionary, forms of diplomatic organisation.

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Routledge The success of the entire food supply chain depends on the prosperity of farms and local communities. The direct climate change risks faced by the agricultural sector are
therefore also risks to businesses and food supply chains. Hence the importance of resilience at farm level, community level and business level when looking at food supply chain
policy and management. Climate Change Adaptation and Food Supply Chain Management highlights the issue of adaptation to climate change in food supply chains, the
management and policy implications and the importance of supply chain resilience. Attention is given to each phase of the supply chain: input production, agriculture, food
processing, retailing, consumption and post-consumption. European case studies demonstrate the vulnerabilities of contemporary food supply chains, the opportunities and
competitive advantages related to climate change, and the trans-disciplinary challenges related to successful climate adaptation. The authors argue for a redeﬁnition of the way
food supply chains are operated, located and coordinated and propose a novel approach enhancing climate-resilient food supply chain policy and management. This book will be of
interest to students, researchers, practitioners and policymakers in the ﬁeld of climate adaptation and food supply chain management and policy.

MORE THAN COMMUNION
IMAGINING AN ESCHATOLOGICAL ECCLESIOLOGY
Bloomsbury Publishing The dominant contemporary model for ecclesiology (theological views of the church itself) is the ecclesiology of communion. MacDougall argues that communion
ecclesiologies are often marked by a problematic theological imagination of the future (eschatology). He argues further that, as a result, our ways of practising and being the church
are not as robust as they might otherwise be. Re-imagining the church in the light of God's promised future, then, becomes a critical conceptual and practical task. MacDougall
presents a detailed exploration of what communion ecclesiologies are and some of the problems they raise. He oﬀers two case studies of such theologies by examining how
distinguished theologians John Zizioulas and John Milbank understand the church and the future, how these combine in their work, and the conceptual and practical implications of
their perspectives. He then oﬀers an alternative theological view and demonstrates the eﬀects that such a shift would have. In doing so, MacDougall oﬀers a proposal for recovering
the 'more' to communion and to ecclesiology to help us imagine a church that is not beyond the world (as in Zizioulas) or over against the world (as in Milbank), but in and for the
world in love and service. This concept is worked out in conversation with systematic theologians such as Jürgen Moltmann, Wolfhart Pannenberg, and Johannes Baptist Metz, and by
engaging with a theology of Christian practices currently being developed by practical theologians such as Dorothy C. Bass, Craig Dykstra, and those associated with their ongoing
project. The potential for the church to become an agent of discipleship, love, and service can best be realised when the church anticipates God's promised perfection in the full
communion between God and humanity, among human beings, within human persons, and between humanity and the rest of creation.

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
GOVERNING FOR URBAN INNOVATION
Bloomsbury Publishing Interest in the sustainable city is growing around the world and with it come important questions about governing sustainable urban development. Why are
there blockages to achieving the goal of a sustainable city? How is it possible to overcome the practical diﬃculties that initiatives often face? And how can an increasingly
technocratic focus be rebalanced with more of a public perspective? In this wide-ranging text, Simon Joss examines mainstream policy and practice and looks at the approaches that
can overcome some of their drawbacks. The author examines the core elements of sustainable planning, and how processes of innovation, governance and policy-making work
together to achieve sustainable urban change. He assesses the various challenges faced at both the domestic and international level, and across a range of urban scales. These
challenges include how to resolve environmentally problematic ways of city-living at the same time as providing for urban social and economic development, and how to adapt the
idea and reality of the sustainable city to diﬀerent geopolitical contexts. The author recognizes that there is no 'one-size-ﬁts-all' solution and examines the range of methods
available. In an era where entirely new eco-cities are being built and established ones being retro-ﬁtted in response to environmental pressures, this text looks at the varying
successes of the urban sustainability movement and its relationship to the planners, policy-makers and citizens who are inseparable from it. Providing an accessible account of the
latest developments in research and policy as well as examples from around the world, this is indispensable reading for students, researchers and practitioners alike.

IF EINSTEIN RAN THE SCHOOLS: REVITALIZING U.S. EDUCATION
ABC-CLIO Many world-class thinkers and creators have been concerned about the state of education in the United States. Discover their thoughts on how children really learn and
what teachers must do to optimally tap children's latent abilities. Reveals what world-class thinkers and creators have said about how children really learn and what teachers must
do to optimally tap their latent abilities Explains the twelve capacities emphasized by these thinkers and creators, including love of learning, creativity, curiosity, playfulness,
imagination, wonder, tolerance, reverence for life, appreciation of beauty, honoring diversity, celebrating individuality, and developing compassion, and how these capabilities must
serve as the foundation for any future educational reform eﬀorts Provides examples of teachers and classrooms where the educational ideas of these thinkers and creators are
currently being practiced, demonstrating that their prescriptions are not merely fanciful ''pie in the sky'' dreams Includes resources including organizations, books, magazines,
websites, and videos that enable readers to take action

POSTAPOCALYPTIC FANTASIES IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICAN LITERATURE
Cambridge University Press Even before the Civil War, American writers were imagining life after a massive global catastrophe. For many, the blank slate of the American continent was
instead a wreckage-strewn wasteland, a new world in ruins. Bringing together epic and lyric poems, ﬁctional tales, travel narratives, and scientiﬁc texts, Postapocalyptic Fantasies
in Antebellum American Literature reveals that US authors who enthusiastically celebrated the myths of primeval wilderness and virgin land also frequently resorted to speculations
about the annihilation of civilizations, past and future. By examining such postapocalyptic fantasies, this study recovers an antebellum rhetoric untethered to claims for historical
exceptionalism - a patriotic rhetoric that celebrates America while denying the United States a unique position outside of world history. As the scientiﬁc ﬁeld of natural history
produced new theories regarding biological extinction, geological transformation, and environmental collapse, American writers responded with wild visions of the ancient past and
the distant future.

THE IDEAS INDUSTRY
HOW PESSIMISTS, PARTISANS, AND PLUTOCRATS ARE TRANSFORMING THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS
Oxford University Press The public intellectual, as a person and ideal, has a long and storied history. Writing in venues like the New Republic and Commentary, such intellectuals were
always expected to opine on a broad array of topics, from foreign policy to literature to economics. Yet in recent years a new kind of thinker has supplanted that archetype: the
thought leader. Equipped with one big idea, thought leaders focus their energies on TED talks rather than highbrow periodicals. How did this shift happen? In The Ideas Industry,
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Daniel W. Drezner points to the roles of political polarization, heightened inequality, and eroding trust in authority as ushering in the change. In contrast to public intellectuals,
thought leaders gain fame as single-idea merchants. Their ideas are often laudable and highly ambitious: ending global poverty by 2025, for example. But instead of a class
composed of university professors and freelance intellectuals debating in highbrow magazines, thought leaders often work through institutions that are closed to the public. They
are more immune to criticism--and in this century, the criticism of public intellectuals also counts for less. Three equally important factors that have reshaped the world of ideas
have been waning trust in expertise, increasing political polarization and plutocracy. The erosion of trust has lowered the barriers to entry in the marketplace of ideas. Thought
leaders don't need doctorates or fellowships to advance their arguments. Polarization is hardly a new phenomenon in the world of ideas, but in contrast to their predecessors,
today's intellectuals are more likely to enjoy the support of ideologically friendly private funders and be housed in ideologically-driven think tanks. Increasing inequality as a key
driver of this shift: more than ever before, contemporary plutocrats fund intellectuals and idea factories that generate arguments that align with their own. But, while there are
certainly some downsides to the contemporary ideas industry, Drezner argues that it is very good at broadcasting ideas widely and reaching large audiences of people hungry for
new thinking. Both fair-minded and trenchant, The Ideas Industry will reshape our understanding of contemporary public intellectual life in America and the West.

TOWARDS AN IMPERFECT UNION
A CONSERVATIVE CASE FOR THE EU
Rowman & Littleﬁeld In today’s Europe, deep cracks are showing in the system of political cooperation that was designed to prevent the geopolitical catastrophes that ravaged the
continent in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century. Europeans are haunted, once again, by the specters of nationalism, fascism, and economic protectionism. Instead of sounding the
alarm, many conservatives have become cheerleaders for the demise of the European Union (EU). This compelling book represents the ﬁrst systematic attempt to justify the
European project from a free-market, conservative viewpoint. Although many of their criticisms are justiﬁed, Dalibor Rohac contends that Euroskeptics are playing a dangerous
game. Their rejection of European integration places them in the unsavory company of nationalists, left-wing radicals, and Putin apologists. Their defense of the nation-state against
Brussels, furthermore, is ahistorical. He convincingly shows that the ﬂourishing of democracy and free markets in Europe has gone hand in hand with the integration project.
Europe’s pre-EU past, in contrast, was marked by a series of geopolitical calamities. When British voters make their decision in June, they should remember that while Brexit would
not be a political or economic disaster for the United Kingdom, it would not solve any of the problems that the “Leavers” associate with EU membership. Worse yet, its departure
from the European Union would strengthen the centrifugal forces that are already undermining Europe's ability to solve the multitude of political, economic, and security challenges
plaguing the continent today. Instead of advocating for the end of the EU, Rohac argues that conservatives must come to the rescue of the integration project by helping to reduce
the EU’s democratic deﬁcit and turning it into an engine of economic dynamism and prosperity. For the author’s video on Brexit, see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFReUnO05Fo

THE STUDY OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION
SOCIOLOGICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES
Wipf and Stock Publishers The main aim of this book is to contribute to the relationship between science and religion. This book aims to do constructive theological work out of a
particular cultural context. The point of departure is contemporary Swedish religion and worldviews. One focus is the process of biologization (i.e., how the worldviews of the
general public in Sweden are shaped by biological science). Is there a gap between Swedes in general and the perceptions of Swedish clergy? The answer is based on sociological
studies on science and religion in Sweden and the United States. Furthermore, the book contains a study of Swedish theologians, from Nathan Soderblom to the present Archbishop
Antje Jackelen, and their shifting understanding of the relation between science and religion. The philosophical aspects of this relation are given special consideration. What models
of the relation inform the contemporary scholarly discussion? Are science and religion in conﬂict, separate, or in mutual creative interaction?

TEACHING SCIENCE CREATIVELY
Routledge How can you unlock your own creativity to help children learn science creatively? How do you bring the world of ‘real science’ into the classroom? Where does science ﬁt in
a creative curriculum? This second edition of Teaching Science Creatively has been fully updated to reﬂect new research, initiatives and developments in the ﬁeld. It oﬀers
innovative starting points to enhance your teaching and highlights curiosity, observation, exploration and enquiry as central components of children’s creative learning in science.
Illustrated throughout with examples from the classroom and beyond, the book explores how creative teaching can harness children’s sense of wonder about the world around
them. With easily accessible chapters, it oﬀers a comprehensive introduction to the core elements of creative science learning, supporting both teacher and child in developing
scientiﬁc concepts and skills. The book explores key issues such as: • the links between scientiﬁc and creative processes • how to teach creatively, and for creativity • the role of
play in early scientiﬁc learning • developing scientiﬁc understanding through drama (new) • using the outdoors in science • how theories of learning relate to children’s creative
development • teaching science topics in innovative and creative ways – games, drama, role play, puppets, mini-safaris and welly walks! Stimulating and accessible, with
contemporary and cutting-edge practice at the forefront, Teaching Science Creatively introduces fresh ideas to support and motivate both new and experienced primary teachers. It
is an essential purchase for any professional who wishes to incorporate creative approaches to teaching science in their classroom.

ATTACHMENTS TO WAR
BIOMEDICAL LOGICS AND VIOLENCE IN TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY AMERICA
Duke University Press In Attachments to War Jennifer Terry traces how biomedical logics entangle Americans in a perpetual state of war. Focusing on the Afghanistan and Iraq wars
between 2002 and 2014, Terry identiﬁes the presence of a biomedicine-war nexus in which new forms of wounding provoke the continual development of complex treatment,
rehabilitation, and prosthetic technologies. At the same time, the U.S. military rationalizes violence and military occupation as necessary conditions for advancing medical
knowledge and saving lives. Terry examines the treatment of war-generated polytrauma, postinjury bionic prosthetics design, and the development of defenses against infectious
pathogens, showing how the interdependence between war and biomedicine is interwoven with neoliberal ideals of freedom, democracy, and prosperity. She also outlines the ways
in which military-sponsored biomedicine relies on racialized logics that devalue the lives of Afghan and Iraqi citizens and U.S. veterans of color. Uncovering the mechanisms that
attach all Americans to war and highlighting their embeddedness and institutionalization in everyday life via the government, media, biotechnology, ﬁnance, and higher education,
Terry helps lay the foundation for a more meaningful opposition to war.

THE SILENCED CHILD
FROM LABELS, MEDICATIONS, AND QUICK-FIX SOLUTIONS TO LISTENING, GROWTH, AND LIFELONG RESILIENCE
Da Capo Lifelong Books Are children and adolescents being silenced and their growth stunted in the age of quick diagnoses and overmedication? In The Silenced Child, Dr. Claudia Gold
shows the tremendous power of listening in parent/child and doctor/patient relationships. Through vivid stories, perceptive insights, and new research, she shows the way children
grow from these relationships and how being heard actually changes their brains. She helps both parents and caregivers make the time and space for listening. Praise for Keeping
Your Child in Mind: "A very useful, thoughtful book. It lays out the best thinking of our time to help parents make decisions about nurturing their child's development." —T. Berry
Brazelton, MD, professor of Pediatrics, Emeritus Harvard Medical School
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